The influence of volume conduction effects on the EEG/MEG reconstruction of the sources of the Early Left Anterior Negativity.
To achieve a deeper understanding of language processing in the human brain, scientists and clinicians use Electroencephalography (EEG) and Magnetoencephalography (MEG) inverse methods to reconstruct sources of Event Related Potentials. There exists a persistent uncertainty regarding the influence of volume conduction effects such as the anisotropy of tissue conductivity of the skull and the white matter layers on the inverse results. In this paper, we will study the sensitivity to anisotropy of the source reconstruction of the Early Left Anterior Negativity (ELAN) component in language processing. For EEG, the presence of tissue anisotropy substantially compromises the restoration ability of an L1-norm current density approach. The centers of activity are strongly shifted along the Sylvian fissure in the anterior direction. In contrast, MEG in combination with the L1 norm approach is able to reconstruct the main features of the ELAN source distribution even in the presence of anisotropic conductivity.